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ALEXANDRITE, with Pleochroic 
T w i ~ ~ n c d  Growth Zones 
A 1.21-ct faceted stone, with a green- 
to-purple color ciiange, was sent to 
the West Coast laboratory for identifi- 
cation. We foillid the optical proper- 
ties to be typical for alexandrite- 
biaxial optic character, with refractive 
inclices of 1.743 to 1.750. The pres- 
ence of fluid (including two-phase) 
iiic~usions was consistent with natu- 
ral origin. Also characteristic of many 
natural aiexandrites were the pro- 
nounced gowth zoni~lg and twinning. 

Chrysoberyl, especially alexan- 
drite, is s t ro~~gly  plcochroic, typically 
displaying reit, orange, and green 
when viewed in different orienta- 
tions. We have seen tivinnetl syn- 
the t ic  crystals  where  one  twin  
appeared red, while the other looked 
green because of thc different orien- 
tations of the individual crystals. 

Most of this natural stonc was of 
one twin orientation, wit11 o ~ l l y  a 
sinall region near the culet helonging 
to the other twin. Although many- 
layer (polysynthetic) tivinning in 

alexandrite (from the Elahera gem 
field in Sri Lanlca) has been described 
before in  Gems 0) Gemology 
(Gunawardene and Rupasinghe, 
Sumnler  1986, pp. 80-95), the  
twinned areas in th is  stone were 
unusual in that they were brightly 
colored and irregularly shaped, with a 
vermiform, or worm-like, appearance 
when observed througl~ a inicroscope 
with an attached polarizer. We con- 
cluded that this feature was due to 
twinning and not to color zoning, 
because the regions traded colors as 
the polarizer was rotateti [figure 1, 
left and right). ML! 

DIAMOND 

Untreated or Fracture-Filled? 
Because the  CIA Cell1 Trade 
Laborato~y has a policy of not issuing 
grading reports on fracture-fillet1 dia- 
monds, any diamond siibinitted for 
grading that ive determine to be so 
treated is instead issued an identifica- 
tion report. Therefore, once staff 
genlologists in the diamond-grading 

Figme I .  Wit11 a polarizer, t l ~e  truit~ platies in tllis 1.21-ct nlexandrite 
look like brjghtly colored " ~ ~ o r m s "  that cha~~ge  colors lrs t l ~e  polal-izer 
rotates from olie orlcotation (left) to another (rirrl~t). 
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lab detect signs of treatment, they 
bring t h e  suspect  s tone  to  the  
Identification and Research lab for 
further exaininatioil and the issuance 
of the report. Although some stones 
exhibit clear evidence of filling, the 
breaks in o the r  d iamonds  have 
ambiguous features and thus require 
additional investigation. Graders also 
routinely show us stones that are not 
filled, but inigbt be confused with 
ones that are, so that we can docu- 
nlent thein for research and ecluca- 
tion pill-poses. 

Last Fall, the West Coast lab 
received for grading a 0.57-ct mar- 
quise-cut d i an~o~id  that had a IIIOS~ 

i~nusual fracture. The break exhibited 
both thin-film iridescence and orangy 
brown natural staining (figure 2), two 
features that might be confused wit11 
flash effects in filled diamonds. (For 
more 011 such features, see the sec- 
t ion  on  "Techniques  to Identify 
Fracture Filling,:," pp. 169-1 73, in the 
article "Update on Filled Diamonds: 
ldentification and Durability," Gems 
d Gemology, Fall 1994.) This is the 
first diamond we have exanlined that 
contai~led two such potentially con- 
fusing features in a single unfilled 
break. However, this separation also 
sliows a "featlie~y" appearance, a fea- 
ture typical of an unfilled break and 
one that we have not seen to date in a 
filled break. 

H CI< 

Edilor's /?ole. The ii~ilials at Ihe end 01 each ilem iden- 
lily the conlfibuling editor !;tho provided lhal ilem 
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Figure 2. Both the thin-film iri- 
descence and the naturiil color 
staining i n  this unfilled fracture 
in  a diamond might be confused 
indivi&zrrlly with the flash 
eljects typically associated with 
a filled fracture. Magnified 25x 

Treated Old-Mine Cut 
Just as a particular saturation and 
tone do not guarantee that the color 
of a diamond is natural (Winter 1994 
Lab Notes, p. 264)) neither does an 
old-style cut. In a Fall 1994 lab note 
(13. 1851, we reported on a n  old- 
European-cut diamond with a green 
color that was due to irradiation by 
Americium. That stone raised our 
suspicions because of uneven surface 
features. More recently, we examined 
a 0.54-ct, old-mine brilliant-cut dia- 
mond with a natural-looking green- 
yellow color that also revealed some 
suspicious characteristics. 

T h e  s tone  showed a strong, 
sl ightly chall<y, blue-and-yellow 
zoned fluorescence to long-wave 
ultraviolet radiation. There was inod- 
erate-to-strong yellow fluorescence 
(with one slightly blue zone) to short- 
wave UV, and no phosphorescence to 
either wavelength. Although these 
responses were consistent with natu- 
ral color in a diamond, nlicroscopic 
examination failed to reveal features 
that we expect to see associated with 
such a color. For instance, there were 
no irrarliation stains, although we did 
find four unusually glassy "melted- 
lool<ing" naturals on the girdle. When 
we examined the stone with fiber- 
optic lighting, the ycllow graining 
appeared to be overprinted with a 
weal< green graining. Altl~ough this is 
not unusual, the saturation of the 
green graining was not sufficient to 

explain the depth of the stone's body 
color. 

Spectroscopic examination pro- 
vided strong hints that the color had 
been artificially enhanced. We saw a 
strong 415-nm line, but not the rest 
of the Cape spectrum-that is, no 
lines at 435, 453, 466, and 478 nm. 
The pair of lines at 4961503 nm were 
visible (with the 496-nm line being 
the stronger of the two), but there 
was no 595-nnl line. These features 
are consistent with treated color in a 
diamond, but they still do not consti- 
tute proof of treatment. 

Infrared spectroscopy, however, 
was conclusive. Weak, but definite, 
H l b  and H l c  pealzs in the infraretl 
spectnlm of this type-Ia stone led us 
to conclude that the color was not 
natural. It probably resulted from just 
a light "l<iss" of laboratory radiation. 

M L j ,  Din0 DeGhionno, and 
Pa tricia Mad~fison 

Triangular Incl~~sions 
in Diamond 
Considering the thousands of dia- 
nlonds that have been graded by GLA 
GTL, it is rare to see anything new in 
the way of inclusions. Still, it hap- 
pens occasionally. In recent years, 
however, we have seen a number of 
triangular inclusions, all apparently 
due to distinct causes. For example, 
the Spring 1990 Lab Notes section (p. 
951 described triangular inclusions in 
diamond that had possibly resulted 
from dissolution along a cleavage 

Figure 3. The triangular growth 
features in  this diamond form a 
plane associated with the octahe- 
dral face of an enclosed pl~anton? 
diamond crystal. Ma~n i f i ed  30s. 

plane. Then there was a triangular 
inclusion that was thought to have 
originated as lonsdaleite that revert- 
ed to graphite (Fall 1994 Lab Notes, 
pp. 185-186). Now, the West Coast 
staff has observed yet another type of 
triangular inclusion, this one in a 
1.74-ct marquise diamond. 

A dianlond grader who saw the 
stone remarlzed that the reflective 
triangular features were reminiscent 
of platinum platelets seen in some 
synthetic gems. However, platinum 
platelets are opaque; these inclusons 
were not. Further, we are not aware 
of ally synthetic diamonds that were 
grown in platinunl crucibles, so there 
is no reason why they would contain 
platinuin platelets. Synthetic dia- 
monds may contain a niclzel-iron 
flux, but we have yet to see such 
inclusions in triangular form. 

When viewed through the table 
of the diamond, the feature appeared 
to be a triangular plane that in turn 
containetl numerous transparent, flat, 
reflective, triangular illclusions (fig- 
ure 3). An isolated inclusion of this 
type see~ned unusual, but it was easi- 
ly explr~ined when we looked at  it 
through the pavilion of the stone. 
From this angle, a phantom diamond 
crystal was visible in the host. The 
triangular plane corresponcletl to one 
of the octahetlral faces of the phan- 
ton1 crystal. The smaller triangular 
inclusions containetl within-and 
parallel to-this plane were represen- 
tative of natural trigon growth (or dis- 
solution] f ea t~~res  on the octahedral 
face of the phantom crystal. The high 
relief of these trigons is attributed to 
gas that was trapped in triangular 
voids that formed at the interface of 
the enclosed octahedral face and the 
host diamond. Cheryl Y. W e n ~ e l l  

SYNTHETIC DIAMOND, 

Treated-Color Red 
The Fall 1993 Gelns d Getnology 
contains an article on  two treatetl- 
color, synthetic red diamonds that 
had been submitted to the East Coast 
lab for standard origin-of-color reports 
(T. Moses et al., "Two Treated-Color 
Synthetic Red Diamonds Seen in the 
Trade," pp. 182-190). 
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Figure 4. The dark red colol. of this 
0.14-ct (about 3.23-3.27 x 2.07 
m n ~ )  synthetic diamond is the 
result of treatment. 

In late October 1994, another 
dark red, 0.14-ct round brilliant (fig- 
ure 4) was submitted to the West 
Coast lab for determination of color 
origin. Our suspicions were in~medl- 
ately aroused because red is excep- 
tionally rare in natural diamonds, 
even as a treated color. We quickly 
confirmed these suspicions when a 
hand magnet picked up the speci- 
men-a reaction typical for synthetic 
diamonds that contain large metallic 
flux inclusions (again, see the above- 
referenced Fall 1993 report). 

Magnification revealed a large 
metallic-appearing inclusion under 
the crown facets and clouds of pin- 
point i~lclusions co~lfined to wedge- 
shaped areas. These latter zones were 
further defined by their green, hazy 
appearance; there was also a fairly 
distinct greenish zone in the center 
of the round brilliant. When this syn- 
thetic dianlo~ld was examined per- 
pendicular to the table (face up) with 
both long- and short-wave UV radia- 
tion, we noted a cross-shaped area 
with moderate green fluorescence; 
the remainder was inert to long-wave 
UV, but fluoresced a faint orange to 
short-wave UV. These characteristics 
are all typical of synthetic tlianlonds 
(with the fluorescence colors consis- 
tent with treated-color red synthetic 
diamonds seen to date). 

Exalnination with a desk-model 
prisnl spectroscope revealed several 
absorption lines between 500 and 
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660 nm-including lines at  ahout 
595 and 635 nm, and an emission 
line at about 580 nm. Such a spec- 
trum is typical of treated pink to red 
color in both natural and synthetic 
diamonds. 

On the basis of these test results, 
we identified the round brilliant as a 
synthetic diamond, treated color. 

RCK a11d SFM 

EMERALD, with Unusual 
Flash-Effect Colors 
The Spring 1990 Lab Notes section 
reported on an emerald that exhibited 
orange and blue "flash effects" from 
large filled fractures (pp. 95-96). Since 
then, both East and West Coast labs 
have seen this pair of flash-effect col- 
ors in a number of clarity-enhanced 
emeralds. 

Last year, the West Coast lab 
observed sonle "new" flash effects in 
an einernltl submitted for identifica- 
tion. A series of fractures extended 
the length of this emerald-cut stone. 
When we examined them across the 
s tone ' s  width, they displayed an  
orange-to-pinkish purple flash effect 
(figure 5). However, when we viewed 
these same fractures down the length 
of the stone, the flash effect was blue 
and orange. 

One possible explanation for this 
unusual behavior relates to the fact 

that enlerald (beryl) is uniaxial, with 
two distinct refractive indices for 
light polarized in different directions. 
When a noncrystalline material [such 
as an oil, resin, or glass) and a crys- 
talline solid have crossing dispersion 
curves-refractive indices that match 
at only one wavelength of light (i.e., 
at one color)-we see flashes of the 
color at which the illclices match in 
brightfielcl illun~ination and flashes 
of its spectral-complementary color 
in darlzfield illumination. [For a dis- 
cussion of flash-effect optids, see BOX 

B, pp. 156-157, in Icammerling et al., 
"An Update on Filled Diamonds: 
Identification and Durability," Gems 
d Gemology, Fall 1994.) Because 
enlerald has two distinct refractive 
indices, however, blue (brightfield) 
and conlplen~elltary orange (dark- 
field) form one pair of flash colors, 
seen in one optic orientation, where- 
as orange-to-pinkish purple (dark- 
field) is seen in thc other orientation. 
The expected brightfield color, green 
to blue-green, is probably maslzecl by 
the emerald's body color. 

In  th i s  s tone ,  we a lso  noted 
sonle irregular, highly reflective bub- 
bles-as well as some white, cloudy 
areas--in the filler: both of these fea- 
tures have been seen in other filled 
emel-alds. 

RCK, IJotricia Moddison, and ML] 

Figure 5. Filled fractures viewed across the width of this clarity-enhanced 
elnerald produce a clemly visible orange-to-pinkish purple flash effect in 
darkfield illuniinotion. Different flosli colors were seen when the some 
breolzs were e s~~ ln ined  down tl7e length of the stone. Mogz~ified 15x. 

r 
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Figure 6. In reflected light, the bot- 
tom of t l~is  polymer-impregnated 
jadeltc cabochon shows strong evi- 
dence of selective grain etching. 
Magnified 2 5 x .  

JADEITE 

Bleached and Impregnated, with 
Distinctive Surface Texture 
The West Coast laboratory received 
for identification a 6.78-ct translu- 
cent, mottled-green cabochon that 
revealed properties tmical for iadeite 
jade, with an R.1, of 1.66 (by the spot 
me thod)  and an  S.G. of 3.34.  
Chromium lines, seen with a spectro- 
scope, proved that the green color 
was natural. The stone was inert to 
short-wave UV radiation, but some 
areas fluoresced a faint green to long- 
wave UV. 

The gemstone had an  unusual, 
etched appearance in reflected light 
(figure 6): The aggregate stiucture of 
the cabochon appeared to be made up 
of many interloclzing grains in vari- 
ous orientations, with certain grains 
preferentially eroded. Because of this 
surface texture, we suspected that  
the stone had been bleached and 
polymer impregnated. Infrared spec- 
troscopy coilfirmed this treatment by 
revealing several pealzs hetween 2800 
and 3200 cin-1; the relative positions 
and in tens i t ies  of these  peaks  
matched those of "polymer 5" in ICA 
(International Colored Gemstone 
Association) Laboratory Alert No. 75, 
1993, issued by S. McClure and E. 
Fritsch. Therefore, we identified the 
stone as impregnated jadeite jade, 
na tura l  green color, somet imes  
Itnown in  the  trade as "B jade." 
Interestingly, the S.G. of this stone 
was higher than that of most poly- 

mer-treated jadeites we have encoun- 
tered thus far. 

MLJ and Dine DeGhionno 

Treated and Untreated 
Beads in One Necklace 
A conlprehensive report on bleached 
and impregnated jadeite in the Fall 
1992 Gems ed Gemology (Fritsch et 
al., pp. 176-187) described features 
diagnostic of this treatment. The Lab 
Notes section has also reported on 
jade objects treated in this fashion, 
includiilg entries on necklaces con- 
structed of treated beads (see, e.g., 
Fall 1994, p. 187). Until recently, 
however, our testing had shown that 
all of the beads in these necltlaces 
were treated. 

In November 1994, the  West 
Coast lab was aslzed to identify a 
double-strand ~~eclzlace with 69 beads 
(7.88-5.08 mm) on one strand and 74 
beads (8.18-5.49 m m )  on the other. 
Standard geinological testing proved 
that the translucent to semi-translu- 
cent, mottled green-and-white beads 
were jadeite jade. A desk-model 
prism spectroscope showed chrome 
lines, proving that the green color 
was natural. One unusual feature 
was noted during testing: S o ~ n e  of 
the bends on both strands fluoresced 
a weak-to-moderate, mottled yellow 
to  long-wave U V  radiation, while 
others were inert. 

Most  polymer-impregnated 
jadeite fluoresces. However, some 
untreated material may also fluorescc 
a weak yellow to long-wave UV. In 
our experience, we usually do not get 
such varied reactions from beads on 
one necklace. Further testing, using 
infrared spectroscopy, proved that 
there were treated (impregnated) and 
untreated beads in both strands. This 
was our first encounter with such 
mixed strands. RCIC 

Dyed Green NEPHRITE 
Of the two jades (jadeite and neph- 
rite), jadeite is much more common- 
ly color enhanced [usual ly  dyed 
green). Nevertheless, we occasionally 
find evidence of green dye in nephrite 
submitted for identification [see, e.g., 

Spring and Summer 1984 Gem Trade 
Lab Notes, pp. 48 and 108, respec- 
tively). 

In December 1994, the  West 
Coast lab was aslted to identify five 
oval, t ranslucent,  mottled-green 
cabochons, which ranged from 6.38 
to 7.12 ct. All had an  appearance 
s imi lar  to  tha t  of good-quali ty 
jadeite. However, standard gemologi- 
cal testing-including a 1.61 spot R.I. 
and an S.G. of 2.95 or 2.96-identi- 
fied the  five s tones  as nephr i te .  
Magnification revealed dye concen- 
trations (figure 7) like those seen in 
dyed jadeite and other siinilarly treat- 
ed gem materials. The absorption 
spect rum observed wi th  a deslt- 
model prism spectroscope revealed a 
broad (lye band in the red region, 
much like that seen in dyed-green 
jadeite and quartzite. In these stones, 
the diagnostic absorption band was 
centered at  about 660 nm. All five 
specimens were therefore identified 
as dyed nephrite. R CIC 

Blister PEARL 
Attached to Shell 
Pearls submitted for identification 
frequently pose testing challenges. 
Usually it is a mounting that inter- 
feres with a complete examination, 
but occasionally it is something dif- 
ferent. One such challenge was pre- 
sented to the West Coast lab in the 
forin of a shell with an attached gray 
baroque pearl (figure 8).  Our client 
stated that the item came from the 

Figme 7. At 15x magnification, 
concentrations of green dye are 
easily seen in this nephrite jade 
cabochon. 
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Figure 8. The grny brrroque pearl attached to this s l~el l  measures 
12.1 x 11.5 122111. 

Gulf of California,  near La l'az, 
Mexico, on the east coast of Baja 
California. The client  wishcd In 
Iznow: ( I )  if the pcarl was natural or 
cultured, ( 2 )  if its color was natural, 
and (3) if it was assenlbled or natural- 
ly attacl~cd to thc shell. 

Examination with low-powcr 
m:~gnil ication answered the  last 

ques t ion first .  Thc  pearl 's  nacre 
formed a continuous bridge to the 
inothcr-of-pearl laycr 011 the shell, 
proving natural attachment. 

Natural or cultured origin of the 
pearl was dctcrmined by X-radiogra- 
phy; a slightly longer than usual 
film-cxposure time was required in 
order to compensate for the extra 

Figure 9. Conca~tr ic  rillgs scer~ Figure 10. Altlzoz~gh thls CAT 
near the center of the penrl in  scon imnge clearlj7 shorvs l l ~ e  
tl2i.s X-radiograph show that it is porn1 of at tacl lnle~~t of the pearl 
natural. to  the shell, the circular w l~ l t e  

area could easily DL' ~ n ~ s m t e r -  
preterl ns the betrd nucleus of n 
cultured pearl 
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thickness of the shell. The X-radio- 
graph showed no bead nucleus, but 
rather a series of col~centric rings 
near the center of the pearl, proving 
natural origin (figure 9). 

Origin of color was determined 
using long-wave UV radiation. The 
mottled, weak, chalky reddish brown 
fluorescence of the  pearl closely 
matched that of the grayish lip of the 
attached shell [again, see figure 8). 
Together with the physical appear- 
ance and the absence of any evidence 
of dye when examined with magnifi- 
cation, this verified the natural color 
of the pearl. Our final report stated 
that the pearl was a natural solid blis- 
ter pearl, with natural color. 

Of further interest, especially 
since we hatl not previously seen ally 
used in this context, were a series of 
C A T  scan (Computer ized Axial 
To~nogaphy) images of the pearl ant1 
shell provided by the client (see, c.g., 
figure 10). Altl~ough we know of no 
data regarding CAT scan analyses of 
pearls, we do Itnow that axial tomog- 
raphy uses X-rays to lnalze a different 
type of ilnagc than that obtained by 
conventional X-radiography. Con- 
sequently, an attempt to interpret a 
CAT scan by conventional X-radio- 
graphic analysis could well lead to an 
erroneous conclusion. For instance, 
the CAT scan in figure 10 displays 
what appears to be a roughly spl~eri- 
cal "core" surrounded by an outer 
layer, giving the illusion that this 
natural pearl is bead nuclca~ed. Just 
as dental X-radiographs are inade- 
quate for resolving tho fine detail 
necessary for pearl identification, 
CAT scans cannot be used inter- 
changeably with specialized pearl- 
testing X-radiography. 

Cheryl Y. Mrentzell 

SAPPHIRE, with Diffusion- 
Induced Color and Star 

Recent rcports in Bangkok jewelry 
publications indicate that corundulll 
with diffusion-induced stars is now 
appearing in the trade, with a large 
quailtity soon to be released on the 
worlcl market. For example, the labo- 
ratory of the  Asian Ins t i tu t e  of 
Gemological  Sciences (AIGS)  in 
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Bangl<ol< described two such stones 
with stars that appear to have the 
same basic characteristic as the first 
synthetic stars introduced in the  
1940s; that is, the wispy sill< causing 
the  asterism is  located at, or just 
beneath, the surface (see "AIGS Finds 
More Stars," Iewellery News Asia, 
June 1994, p. 74). Unlike inost natu- 
ral asterism, the individual needles 
in the induced-star sapphires us~ially 
cannot be detected at lower inagnifi- 
cations. 

T h e  East Coast  Gein Tracle 
Laboratory has  also exanlined a 
slightly different diffusion-treated 
star corundum. The 23.26-ct purple 
stone in figure 11 i l lustrates the  
cloudy appearance of the induced 
star. Routine examination revealed 
that the starting inaterial was natu- 
ral. On close examination with the 
stone inlinersed in methylene iodide, 
we noted a th in  layer of red that  
appeared to be confined to the sur- 
face of the stone [figure 12). On the 
donle of the cabochon, near the cen- 
ter of the star ,  we a'lso noticed a 
number of red spots and a red "cloud" 
(figure 13). All of these observations 
strongly suggest that the stone was 
originally intended to be a diffusion- 
treated "ruby." 

One possible explanation for the 
less-than-satisfactory end result is 
that impurities in the original cabo- 
chon may have "contaminated" the 
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F,,,,e 12. When the stone in figure 1 I is immersed 
in methylene iodide, there appears to be a "red" 
color confined to the surfice. 

color, so the operators decided to cre- 
ate a star stone by diffusing titanium 
into the surface. Another scenario is 
that the red color and asterisin were 
simultaneously diffused, but again 
the  iron present in  the  cabochon 
reacted with the titanium in the dif- 
fusion process, resulting in a blue 
component that ultinlately produced 
the purple hue. GRC 

SYNTHETIC STAR SAPPHIRE 
with an U~iusual Color 
In our experience, green is an uncom- 
mon color for gem sapphires. Those 
we do encounter are almost invari- 
ably iron-rich stones, such as the 
ones from Australia, that have been 

Figure 13. These red spots and 
"cloud" seen on the dome of lhe 
stone in figure 1 1  a t  45x  ~nagnifi- 
cation provide proof that the red 
surface color, lil<e the asterism, 

fashioned with the table facet essen- 
tially parallel to the optic axis. This 
results in their displaying the strong 
green dichroic color face up. Because 
of their significant iron component, 
such stones typically reveal heavy 
absorption bands in the 450-470 nnl 
range when examined with a spectro- 
scope. 

Green star  sapphires are even 
less common. One such natural stone 
was reported in the Spring 1989 Gem 
Trade Lab Notes section (p. 39). It 
was thus with interest that, in late 
Fall 1994. the West Coast lab exam- 
ined a ring set with the translucent, 
asteriated oval cabochon shown in 
figure 14. The stone had a spot R.I. of 
1.76, and a uniaxial optic figure was 
easily resolved in  the polariscope. 
Examination with a desk-model spec- 
troscope failed to reveal iron-related 
features, although we did detect an 
absorption line at 670 nm, which we 
a t t r ibuted to  cobalt  ( see  below).  
Magnification revealed that the aster- 
ism-causing inclusions were not  
evenly distributed. Rather, they were 
confined to a thin, mottled, cloudy 
area just below the  surface of the 
cabochon's dome. This distribution of 
star-producing sillc is similar to what 
we have seen in several synthetic star 
con~ndums (for an extreme example, 
see the  Su~ll i l ler  1994 ent ry  on  a 
pinkish orange synthetic star sap- 
phire, pp. 1 19-120). 
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For further documentation, GIA 
Research performed chelnical analy- 
sis using energy-dispersive X-ray flu- 
orescelice (EDXRF) spectroscopy. 
This revealed cobalt (Co) as the prob- 
able coloring agent. Using detailed 
UV-visible absorption spectroscopy, 
w e  had previously d o c u ~ n e n t e d  
cobalt (as Co3+) as the sole coloring 
agent in a rarely encountered non- 
phenomenal green synthetic sapphire 
produced in Switzerland. The non- 
phenomenal green synthetic sap- 
phires produced in thc U.S. that GIA 
Research and the GIA Gein Trade 
Laboratory have studied are colored 
hy a combination of cobalt (Co3+) and 
vanadium (V3+). To date, we have not 
doculnentecl cobalt a s  a coloring 
agent in natural sapphires. 

On the basis of these tests, we 
identified this cabochon as a synthet- 
ic star sapphire. 

HC1< and Emmanuel Fritsch 

SPINEL, Natural with a 

lhis synthetic star sapphire (about 
14 x. 12 x5.90 lnm) is probably 
dzle to Co3+. 

Figure 15. Tliis dendrite in (1 1.37- 
ct natural spinel could be con- 
firsed with a flzlx inclusion in n 
svnthelic suinel. Ma~nified 20x. 

Dendritic Inclusiorl 
Frequently, identification of spinel 
requires advanced testing techniques. 
Many spinels do not contain charac- II 
teristic inclusions that could be used 
to distinguish natural stones from 
their synthetic counterparts, espe- 
cially from flux synthetics. In these 
cases, EDXRF spectroscopy is needed 
to ~ n a l t e  the  separation (see, e.g., 
Mul~ lme i s t e r  e t  al., "Flux-Grown 
Synthetic Red and Blue Spinels from 

Russia," Gems d Gemology, Sum-  
mer 1993, pp. 81-98), 

A 1.37-ct orangy rcd oval mixed- 
cut spinel, which arrived in the West 
Coast laboratory in Decemher 1994, 
presented a slightly cliffcrcnt identifi- 
cation challengc. It contained several 
inclusions: octahedral crystals (possi- 
bly negative crys ta ls ]  sca t tered  
throughout the stone, as well as large 
feathers,  s o m e  w i t h  brown iron 
staining. Aillong the  lat ter  was a 
prominent dendritic iron stain (figure 
15) that could be mistalien by an 
unwary gemologist for the yellowish 
white to yellowish brown flux seen 
in some synthetic spinels. The stain 
probahly resulted froill iron-rich flu- 
ids penetrating a secondaly fracture 
that for~llctl after the c~ystal grew. In 
addition, according to the  Mulil- 
meister et  al. article cited above, 
sonle flux-grown synthetic spincls 
contain "pyramid-shaped phantoms 
in near-perfect aligllnlcnt with the 
external faces and cdges of the octa- 
hedra." These could also be confused 
at first glance with the octahedral- 
crystal inclusions in this stone. 

MLI 

I ~.~lvlcClure provided ligures 4 and 7: Figures &and 14 
Yere laken by Maha DePAaggio. The X-radiograph ill 
ligure 9 is by Cheryl Y Vlenlzelland Palricia Maddison 
(figure 10 :was provided by the clienl). Nicholas DelRe 

2 supplied /he pholographs in ligures 1 1-73. 
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